
HISTORIC SAN ANTONIO

RIVERWALK BOATS FOR SALE
These SeaArk heavy duty all welded aluminum construction,

superbly built ships have served their city and the world’s
24-1/4 million visitors and are ready to get back to work!

Over 40 Boats Available - These Tanks can carry people, equipment or whatever you need them to do at 8 to 10 knots,
versatile, they can be converted to a variety of uses.

While they’ve never needed a COI the CG has said it would be easily obtained by the purchaser. 

Our Custom Made Fleet has served us well! In a recent marine survey our boats were appraised at $24k each making our fleet
wide of 40 boats plus (1) smaller mechn/service and (1) smaller Mgr boat worth over One Million Dollars with new replacement
at $5 Million! Our company and city benefited from the $100’s of millions of dollars they generated and are now ready to serve
another city the same way.

CNG tanks are solid / well built
3500Lb capacity and have

served our fleet well-ready to
go to another setting, easily

removable, We would consider
selling One, Many or All,
at a price of $1000 each.

The 9.9 Motors are 4 stroke and
able to carry quite a load as they
have done for our 15 yr. contract
wee just completed. The motors,
as well as the steering cables,
fuel lines, etc. have been moni-
tored by a full mechanical dept.
We would consider selling any
number of motors at $250 each.

The Motors are 9.9 CNG and have handled our loads with
ease but if CNG is not readily available for your venue, they
can be easily converted to Gas.
Each boat has 42 life jackets never used, A Fire Extinguisher,
20 Chairs and Fold Up Benches.
Some of the boats are convertible to Dinner Boats that
will seat 20 or just one table to allow for more people to
be entertained as a Cocktail Boat.
Each Boat is equipped with a 2 way marine radio, horn and
12 volt DC electrical system and (2) 2000 GPH Bilge pumps
and Superb P.A.
The hull bottoms are unpainted aluminum plating that
were regulary sealed with roll-on protective epoxy barrier
coating.

Endless Possibilities
Business Opportunity

Available Now!
Call Now: Tom Van Zandt,

Executive VP Sales & Marketing

(210) 316-6613 or
Email: Eezie1@aol.com

Buy All or Any Part of the Whole Fleet
$14,999 Ea. If You Buy The Whole Fleet

We Throw in A New Custom Fit 5k Trailer!


